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!"#$%&%#'()%*+,"%,-"#.)/(#'0(.12&%3(454,"/(+5'06507(+,(54.)#*%$5(+)5(.5#3581&(59,&1+%,'(,8()%*+,"/(:)5"5%'(3)#'-5*(#"5(*1..,*50(+,()#95(255'(+"#';1%&&/(
#'0(3,"0%#&&/("5*,&950(2/(+)5(5&%+5*(#'0(+)5(.5,.&5<(=.>(?@A(21+(-5'5"#+%,'*(,8(
historians have worked to discredit these ideologies. Here Johnson may have
4%**50(#'(,..,"+1'%+/(+,(*12B53+("535'+()%*+,"%,-"#.)/(+,(+)5(*#45(*)#".(#'0(
critical eye that she reserves for Os sertões and the two novels that did not
#3)%595(+)5(*#45(3#','%3#&(*+#+1*(#*(0#(C1')#D*(2,,E(=#'0(8,"(F'+G'%,(H&#9,D*(
1993 documentary, Paixão e guerra no sertão de Canudos, which she presents
in her conclusion as an exemplary alternative reading of Canudos that does not
relegate – or sentence – it to the past).
Hendrik Kraay

University of Calgary

Remembrance of Things Past: The Trope of Africa in Afro-Brazilian Studies
BEATRIZ GÓIS DANTAS: Nagô Grandma and White Papa: Candomblé and
the Creation of Afro-Brazilian Identity. University of North Carolina Press,
2009;
STEFANIA CAPONE: Searching for Africa in Brazil: Power and Tradition
in Candomblé. Duke University Press, 2010.
!"#$%&D*(F8"%3#'( 05*35'0#'+( .,.1&#+%,'A( +)5( &#"-5*+( %'( +)5(F45"%3#*A( )#*(
attracted the attention of anthropologists since the end of the 19th century. Following the tendency of their times, early studies focused on practices that had
.#"#&&5&*(%'(+)5(F8"%3#'(3,'+%'5'+>(I)5*5(."#3+%35*(:5"5(1'05"*+,,0(+,(25( *1"9%9#&*<(+)#+()#0(255'(+"#'*.,"+50(#3",**(+)5(F+&#'+%3(%'+#3+>(J5&%-%,1*(."#3+%35*(
:5"5(,8(*.53%#&(%'+5"5*+A(5*.53%#&&/(+),*5(+)#+(:5"5(%'K15'350(2/(+)5(L#-GA(#*(
+)5(M,"12#(:5"5(+)5'(E',:'A(:),(#""%950(%'()1-5('1425"*(01"%'-(+)5(&#*+(053#05*(,8(+)5(*&#95(+"#05>(N,*+(0%*542#"E50(%'(+)5(3%+/(,8(O#&9#0,"A(3#.%+#&(,8(+)5(
northeastern state of Bahia and the most active slave port in the Americas. The
African population was greatest in Bahia and the northeastern region in general,
21+(F8"%3#'*(:5"5(#&*,(8,1'0(%'(,+)5"(.#"+*(,8(!"#$%&A(#(054,-"#.)%3(*%+1#+%,'(
that persists to this day. Although Afro-Brazilian religions developed in virtually
every region, anthropologists focused their gaze on candomblé, a variant that
#",*5(%'(O#&9#0,">(H95"(+)5(053#05*A(+)%*(5+)',-"#.)%3(2%#*(:#*("5.&%3#+50(#-#%'(
and again, also creating a ripple effect that radiated outward to other forms of
31&+1"#&(.",013+%,'(%'3&10%'-(&%+5"#+1"5A(P&4A(.,.1&#"(41*%3(#'0(+)5(9%*1#&(#"+*>
The genesis of this ethnographic paradigm and its repercussions in AfroBrazilian religious communities are examined in the two works under review
here. Arguing that candombléA(#*(1'05"*+,,0(2/(+)5(-5'5"#&(.12&%3(#'0(595'(
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2/(F8",Q!"#$%&%#'(."%5*+*(#'0(."%5*+5**5*A(:#*(58853+%95&/(#'(%'95'+50(+"#0%+%,'(
)5#9%&/(%'K15'350(2/(*3),&#"*(#'0(4#'%.1&#+50(2/(+)5(L#-G(+54.&5*(+,(+)5%"(
,:'(#09#'+#-5A(2,+)(#1+),"*(2#*50(+)5%"(+)5,"5+%3#&(0%*31**%,'*(,'(5+)',-"#.)%3(
P5&0(:,"E(+)#+(:#*(3,'013+50(%'("5-%,'*(,+)5"(+)#'(!#)%#>
H"%-%'#&&/(.12&%*)50(%'(RSTTA(!5#+"%$(UV%*(W#'+#*D(Nagô Grandma and White
Papa: Candomblé and the Creation of Afro-Brazilian Identity explores how
5+)',-"#.)5"*(%'K15'350(+)5(,2B53+*(,8(+)5%"(*+10/>(W#'+#*(3)#&&5'-5*(+)5(.#"#0%-4(,8(F8"%3#'("5+5'+%,'*(+)",1-)(#(45+%31&,1*(5+)',-"#.)/(,8(O#'+#(!X"2#"#(
Y%"-54A(#(L#-G(+54.&5(8,1'050(2/(#(M,"12#(8"5504#'(%'(+)5(*+#+5(,8(O5"-%.5A(
:)%3)('5%-)2,"*(!#)%#>(O#'+#(!X"2#"#(Y%"-54(:#*()5&0(%'()%-)(5*+554(2/(+)5(
&,3#&(2&#3E(.,.1&#+%,'(8,"(%+*("5.1+#+%,'(,8(*+#/%'-(+"15(+,(F8"%3#'(."#3+%35*A(595'(
+),1-)(%+*(%'%+%#+%,'("%+1#&*(3,'*%*+50(,8(#(2"%58(C#+),&%3Q*+/&5(2#.+%*4A(#*(,..,*50(
+,(!#)%#A(:)5"5(%'%+%#+%,'("%+5*(:5"5(*%4%&#"(+,(+),*5(,8(+)5(M,"12#(%'(F8"%3#A(
:%+)(#(&,'-(.5"%,0(,8("53&1*%,'(+)#+(%'9,&950()5#0Q*)#9%'-(#'0(#'%4#&(*#3"%P35>
Such regional differences led Dantas to conclude that these and other practices
+)#+()#0(255'(3,'*%05"50(4#"E5"*(,8(M,"12#(.1"%+/(:5"5(',+(F8"%3#'(*1"9%9#&*(
21+("#+)5"(3,'*+"13+%,'*(+)#+()#0(255'(%'K15'350(2/(+)5(&,3#&(3,'+5Z+>(!%&%'#A(
+)5(5&05"&/()%-)(."%5*+5**(,8(O#'+#(!X"2#"#(Y%"-54A(:#*(+)5(-"#'00#1-)+5"(,8(#(
M,"12#(8"550:,4#'(=+)5( L#-G(-"#'04#<(,8(+)5(2,,ED*(+%+&5@A(21+(*)5()#0(255'(
raised in the home of a white man (the “white papa”). From her grandmother
!%&%'#(&5#"'50(+,(9#&15()5"(F8"%3#'(,"%-%'*A(21+(8",4( :)%+5(.#.#<(*)5(#**%4%&#+50(
[1",.5#'(31&+1"#&(9#&15*(:)%3)(:5"5(%'+5'*%P50(2/()5"(&%85&,'-(#4%3#2&5("5&#+%,'*)%.(:%+)(+)5(C#+),&%3(C)1"3)>(\#9%'-(%'+5"'#&%$50(+)5*5()/2"%0(%'K15'35*A(
!%&%'#(25&%5950(+)#+(+)5(2#.+%*4("%+5*(#+()5"(+54.&5(:5"5(.1"5(L#-G(+"#0%+%,'A(+)#+(
is, an African retention. Dantas reasoned that Bahian religious leaders also must
)#95(#2*,"250(5Z+5"'#&(%'K15'35*A(',+(8",4(:)%+5(.#.#*(#'0(."%5*+*(21+(8",4(
anthropologists eager to identify African survivals. Thus, in Bahia, the power
,8(*1--5*+%,'(:,1&0()#95("5%'8,"350("5&%-%,1*(&5#05"*D(',+%,'*(,8(F8"%3#'(+"#0%tion, even inducing them to portray newly-created rituals as long-lost traditions.
]'( #00%+%,'( +,( 5Z.&,"%'-( 0%885"%'-( 3,'35.+*( ,8( L#-G( .1"%+/A( W#'+#*( #&*,(
examines the transition of Afro-Brazilian religions to social legitimization.
Historically, African religious practices in Brazil were considered fetishism and
*,"35"/A(#'0(:5"5(.5"*531+50(2/(+)5(#1+),"%+%5*>(!1+(2/(+)5(4%0Q^_th century,
+)5(*4#&&(-",1.(,8(L#-G(+54.&5*(%'(!#)%#(*+10%50(2/(#'+)",.,&,-%*+*()#0(4#05(
*%-'%P3#'+(%'",#0*(%'(#++#%'%'-(*,3%#&(."5*+%-5A(:)%&5(&5**5"QE',:'(+54.&5*A(4#'/(
,8(+)54(%'K15'350(2/(!#'+1(."#3+%35*A(3,'+%'150(+,(25(9%5:50(:%+)(0%*+"1*+>(
W#'+#*(#"-15*(+)#+(+)%*(:#*(+)5("5*1&+(,8(#(*,"35"/Q"5&%-%,'(0%3),+,4/(3"5#+50(2/(
#'+)",.,&,-%*+*>(L#-G(."#3+%35*(:5"5(3,'*%05"50( .1"5<(#'0(:5"5(%05'+%P50(#*(
religious, while rituals that had undergone change in Brazil — as was common
%'(4#'/(!#'+1Q%'K15'350(3,441'%+%5*(`(:5"5(3,'*%05"50(05-5'5"#+5(#'0(#*-
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sociated with sorcery. This sorcery-religion dichotomy took shape in response
to legislative changes at the end of the 19th century after a new constitution
.5"4%++50("5&%-%,'*(,+)5"(+)#'(C#+),&%3%*4(+,(25(.12&%3&/(."#3+%350(8,"(+)5(P"*+(
time. At the same time, a new penal code categorized sorcery and witchcraft as
3"%45*>(]'(!#)%#A(#33,"0%'-(+,(W#'+#*A(+)%*(.",9%050(+)5(%4.5+1*(8,"(#("505P'%tion of candombléD* .12&%3(%4#-5>(]8(+)5(*+%-4#(,8(*,"35"/(3,1&0(25("54,950A(
it could pave the way for legal acceptance as a religion. With the support of
anthropologists, African purity thus gained important new dimensions as a
*+"#+5-/(8,"(&5-%+%4%$#+%,'>(!1+(*%'35(+)5(L#-G(+54.&5*()#0(*5"950(#*(+54.&#+5*(
%'(05P'%'-(+)5(3)#"#3+5"%*+%3*(,8(F8",Q!"#$%&%#'("5&%-%,'*A(+)5(*+"#+5-/(:,"E50(
mainly in their favor.
Nagô Grandma :#*(+)5(P"*+(.12&%*)50(*+10/(,8(F8",Q!"#$%&%#'("5&%-%,'(%'(
O5"-%.5(#'0(%*("53,-'%$50(#*(#'(%4.,"+#'+(3,'+"%21+%,'(+,(!"#$%&%#'(#'+)",.,&,-/>(W#'+#*D(,"%-%'#&%+/(%'(5Z.,*%'-(+)5(+)5,"5+%3#&(#**14.+%,'*(1'05"&/%'-(+)5(
5+)',-"#.)%3(."%9%&5-5(#33,"050(+,(+)5(L#-G(."#3+%35*(,8(!#)%#(4#"E50(#(+1"'%'-(
point in Afro-Brazilian studies, sparking long-overdue interest in other ethnic
-",1.*A(5*.53%#&&/(+)5(!#'+1A(:)%3)()#0(#&*,(255'(054,-"#.)%3#&&/(*%-'%P3#'+(
in the slave trade to Brazil. However, she has come under criticism for implying
+)#+("5&%-%,1*(&5#05"*(%'(!#)%#(.#**%95&/(#2*,"250(+)5(+5#3)%'-*(,8(#&&Q.,:5"81&(
#'+)",.,&,-%*+*(%'+,(+)5%"("%+1#&(."#3+%35A(#(3&#%4(+)#+(:#*(',+(*1..,"+50(2/(P5&0(
0#+#(21+(:#*(2#*50A("#+)5"A(,'(#("5Q%'+5"."5+#+%,'(,8(3&#**%3(5+)',-"#.)%5*>
F8+5"(+)5(.12&%3#+%,'(,8(W#'+#*D(2,,EA(,+)5"(#'+)",.,&,-%*+*(8,&&,:50()5"(
lead, shifting attention away from African survivals and toward the religious
practices of previously neglected regions of Brazil. One such scholar was Stefania Capone, whose Searching for Africa in Brazil: Power and Tradition in
Candomblé :#*(P"*+(.12&%*)50(%'(a"5'3)(=RSSS@A(+)5'(%'(b,"+1-15*5(=^__c@A(#'0(
',:(%'(['-&%*)>(F..",#3)%'-(+)5(*#45(+)5,"5+%3#&(;15*+%,'*("#%*50(2/(W#'+#*A(
C#.,'5(3),*5(#*()5"(P5&0(&,3#+%,'*(J%,(05(d#'5%",(#'0(Oe,(b#1&,A(3%+%5*(:%+)(
large white populations. There, in addition to candomblé followers who are
F8"%3#'(05*35'0#'+*A(,'5(#&*,(P'0*(4#'/ light-skinned or white participants.
N#'/(,8(C#.,'5D*(%'8,"4#'+*(3#45(+,(candomblé in the 1970s after previous
participation in umbanda. Developed in Rio de Janeiro in the 1920s with strong
Spiritist roots, umbanda 542"#350(35"+#%'(#*.53+*(,8(F8",Q!"#$%&%#'(3,*4,&,-/(
#'0("%+1#&*(:)%&5("5B53+%'-( #*.53+*(+)#+f:5"5(#**,3%#+50(:%+)(+)5(g*#9#-5"/D(
,8(F8"%3#'(31&+*(*13)(#*(#'%4#&(*#3"%P35<(=.>(hR@>
C#.,'5D*(5+)',-"#.)%3(#'#&/*%*(35'+5"*(,'()5"(%'8,"4#'+*D("5&#+%,'*)%.*(+,(
+)5(31&+(,8([Z1i[&5-2#"#>(O55'(#*(#(45**5'-5"(25+:55'(4,"+#&*(#'0(+)5(05%+%5*(
,8(+)5(M,"12#(.#'+)5,'A([Z1(%*(#&*,(#(+"%3E*+5"(:),(3#'(*)%8+(1'."50%3+#2&/(8",4(
useful ally to cunning, unscrupulous foe. From the Christian perspective, predi3#+50(,'(#'(,..,*%+%,'(25+:55'(#2*,&1+5(9%"+15(#'0(#2*,&1+5(59%&A(+)%*(3,4.&5Z(
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5'+#'-&545'+(,8(-,,0(#'0(59%&("5*1&+50(%'([Z1(25%'-(5;1#+50(:%+)(O#+#'>(I)%*(
negative image led candomblé(."#3+%+%,'5"*(+,(4%'%4%$5(,"(595'(0%*#9,:([Z1D*(
role in the religious cosmology. At the same time, multiple new Brazilianized
8,"4*(,8([Z1(0595&,.50(#'0(K,1"%*)50(%'(umbanda, among them two important
854#&5(05%+%5*A(b,42#-%"#(#'0(N#"%#(b#0%&)#>(]'(+)5(RSj_*(#'0(h_*A(#*(*,3%#&(
attitudes toward candomblé 253#45(4,"5(+,&5"#'+A(4#'/(umbanda practitioners
migrated to candombléA(2"%'-%'-(:%+)(+)54(+)5%"(#9#+#"*(,8([Z1(#'0(:#/*(,8(
worshipping them.( C#.,'5D*( 8#*3%'#+%'-( 0%*31**%,'( %'+",0135*( +)5( "5#05"( +,(
diverse Afro-Brazilian religious modalities and their interrelationships, and also
5Z#4%'5*(+)5(.&#35(,8(*.%"%+(450%14*)%.(%'(%'%+%#+5*D(595"/0#/(&%95*>(C#.,'5D*(
*,.)%*+%3#+50(1'05"*+#'0%'-(,8(+)5(*12B53+(4#++5"(%*(.5")#.*(+)5(*+",'-5*+(5&545'+(,8()5"(2,,E>
Like Dantas, Capone argues that anthropologists were important agents in
catalyzing candombléD*(%'3"5#*50(."5*+%-5(%'(!"#$%&%#'(*,3%5+/>(]'(3)#.+5"(jA( [Z1(
and the Anthropologists,” Capone traces the emergence of the religion-sorcery
dichotomy. Although she places her discussion in the context of ethnographic
representations of Exu, the narrative structure, sources and conclusions closely
.#"#&&5&(+),*5(%'(W#'+#*D(3)#.+5"(cA( C,'*+"13+%,'(#'0(N5#'%'-*(,8(L#-G(b1"%+/><(
]'(C#.,'5D*(3)#.+5"(hA( ]'(O5#"3)(,8(k,*+(H"%-%'*A<(+)5(#1+),"(3%+5*(+)5(:,"E(
,8(J,-5"(!#*+%05(+,(054,'*+"#+5(#("531""%'-(+",.5(%'(+)5(3,'*+"13+%,'(,8(L#-G(
purity: a yearning for Africa that anthropologist Alejandro Frigerio has termed
#( b",1*+%#'( ',*+#&-%#><( ]'( #'#&/$%'-( #'( ,"#&( '#""#+%95( 8",4( ,'5( ,8( !#)%#D*(
,&05*+(+54.&5*A(+)5(C#*#(!"#'3#A(#2,1+(+)5(8,1'0%'-(."%5*+5**5*D("5+1"'(9,/#-5(
+,(F8"%3#A(C#.,'5(0%*4%**5*(%+*(%4.,"+#'35(#*(#(*,1"35(,8(%'8,"4#+%,'(#2,1+(
)%*+,"%3#&(595'+*A("5#0%'-(%+(%'*+5#0(#*(#(3#&31&#+50(*+"#+5-/(8,"(21%&0%'-(."5*+%-5>(
I)%*(%'+5"."5+#+%,'A(#&*,(*1--5*+50(2/(W#'+#*A(#&+),1-)(&5**(8,"3581&&/(*,A(
%*(3,'+"#0%3+50(2/("535'+()%*+,"%3#&("5*5#"3)(%'+,(+)5(&%95*(,8(+)5(C#*#(!"#'3#D*(
founders. Passport records uncovered in the Bahian archives prove that the found%'-(."%5*+5**5*D(&5-5'0#"/(B,1"'5/(+,(F8"%3#(+,,E(.&#35(%'(RT?hA(#&*,(.",9%'-(+)#+(
L#-G(."%5*+*(2#*50(%'(!#)%#(+"#95&50(+,(,+)5"("5-%,'*(,8(!"#$%&(+,(0%**54%'#+5(
+)5%"(,:'(2"#'0(,8("5&%-%,1*(E',:&50-5(#*(5#"&/(#*(+)5(RTh_*>(I)1*A(%+(*554*(3&5#"(
+)#+(+)5(%4.,"+#'35(,8(+)5(!#)%#'(L#-G("5&%-%,1*(."#3+%35*(#*(+54.&#+5*(5Z.,"+50(
+,(,+)5"(.#"+*(,8(!"#$%&(3#45(#2,1+(',+(+)",1-)(+)5(3%"31&#+%,'(,8(5+)',-"#.)%3(
+5Z+*(%'(+)5(RS?_*A(#*(2,+)(W#'+#*(#'0(C#.,'5(:,1&0()#95(%+A(21+(+)",1-)(+)5(
#-5'3/(,8(+)5(8,1'05"*(,8(+)5(C#*#(!"#'3#(+54.&5*(+)54*5&95*A(053#05*(258,"5(
scholars came on the scene.
]'(#00%+%,'(+,(5Z#4%'%'-(5+)',-"#.)5"*D(%'K15'35(,95"(+)5(,2B53+*(,8(+)5%"(
"5*5#"3)A(2,+)(Nagô Grandma and Searching for Africa employ the same con35.+1#&(,..,*%+%,'(25+:55'(.1"%+/(#'0(3,'+#4%'#+%,'(+)#+(+)5/(3"%+%3%$5>(l)%&5(
#'+)",.,&,-%*+*(*13)(#*(!#*+%05(4#/()#95(255'(-1%050(2/(',+%,'*(,8(#'(,"%-%'#&(
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F8"%3#'( .1"%+/( +)#+( 253#45( 3,'+#4%'#+50( %'( !"#$%&A( 3,'+#4%'#+%,'( %*( *+%&&( #'(
%**15(%'(W#'+#*D(#'0(C#.,'5D*(:,"EA(21+(+)5(*,1"35(,8(3,'+#4%'#+%,'(253,45*(
the anthropologists themselves. However, these criticisms notwithstanding,
2,+)(2,,E*(#"5(%4.,"+#'+(#'0(:5&3,45(3,'+"%21+%,'*(+,(+)5(&%+5"#+1"5(#9#%&#2&5(
to English-speaking readers on the religious practices of the African Diaspora
in Latin America.

Lisa Earl Castillo

Federal University of Bahia, Brazil

STANLEY E. BLAKE: The Vigorous Core of Our Nationality.( b%++*21"-)m(
n'%95"*%+/(,8(b%++*21"-)(b"5**A(^_RR>
That Brazilian regional identities are racially charged is a truism. From nam%'-(."#3+%35*(%'(31%*%'5(+,(+)5(.,**%2%&%+/(,8("5;15*+%'-(#(gaúcha(#+(#(2",+)5&A(5&%+5(
#'0(.,.1&#"(1'05"*+#'0%'-*(,8(+)5*5(%05'+%+%5*(25&%5(+)5(%05#(,8(#(3,)5"5'+( !"#zilian race.” Until recently, however, English-language scholarship that hoped to
interrogate this idea tended to project São Paulo and/or Rio de Janeiro concep+%,'*(,8("#35(,'+,(+)5("5*+(,8(+)5(3,1'+"/(,"(8,31*(*,&5&/(,'(%05#*(,8(2&#3E'5**(,"(
F8",Q!"#$%&%#''5**>(O+10%5*(,8(%44%-"#'+*(#'0(+)5%"(05*35'0#'+*(:),(0%0(',+(P+(
'5#+&/(%'+,(+)5(3&#**%3(2&#3EQ:)%+5(0/#0()5&.50(+,(3,4.&%3#+5(+)5*5('#""#+%95*A(
21+("5-%,'#&(#..",#3)5*(:5"5(*+%&&(1'5Z.&,"50>(I),1-)(*3),&#"*(&%E5(!#"2#"#(
Weinstein have noted that regional difference is “more pronounced” in Brazil
than in other countries, the dominant view still remains that of the metropolis.
With The Vigorous Core of Our Nationality, Stanley E. Blake aims to chal&5'-5(+)5()%*+,"%,-"#.)%3#&(0,4%'#'35(,8( '#+%,'#&<(%05'+%+/(2/(."%9%&5-%'-(+)5(
local and the regional. His particular interest is to uncover the autochthonous roots
of nordestino %05'+%+/(:%+)%'(+)5("#3%#&%$50(%05#*(,8(+)5("5-%,'D*(5&%+5(01"%'-(+)5(
a%"*+(J5.12&%3(=RTTSQRS?_@(#'0(+)5([*+#0,(L,9,(=RS?hQRSco@>(W%885"5'35(+)1*(
conceived appears everywhere from criminology and anthropology to mental
#'0(*,3%#&()/-%5'5(.",-"#4*>(N,*+(*%-'%P3#'+&/A(!&#E5(#"-15*(+)#+(',"+)5#*+5"'(
elites imagine regional identity for their own purposes and national interests,
#'0(+)1*(3,'+"%21+5(+,(2",#05"(3,'35.+%,'*(,8("#35(#'0(.#"+%3%.#+5(%'(+)5(.,&%+%3#&(
3,'P-1"#+%,'*(,8(+:5'+%5+)Q35'+1"/(!"#$%&>
!&#E5(2"%'-*(#('5:(&5'*(+,(*,45(8#4%&%#"(#3+,"*A(#'#&/$%'-(+)5%"(:"%+%'-*(#'0(
#3+%,'*(#*(-",:%'-(,1+(,8(,"(253,4%'-(3,'*+%+15'+(,8(*,45+)%'-(.#"+%31&#"&/(
northeastern. Intellectuals Raymundo Nina Rodrigues and Euclydes da Cunha
2",1-)+(+)5(45+",.,&%+#'(:,"&09%5:*(,8(Oe,(b#1&,(#'0(J%,(05(d#'5%",(+,(+)5(
Northeast, seeking to understand their experiences in racial terms. These vi-

